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Bespoke architectural fabrication
Established for over 35 years, WEMICO is a market leader in
the manufacture and supply of beads, profiles, trims and
specialist detailing for the external wall insulation, decorative
render, roofing and cladding industries.
Part of the Protektor group of companies, WEMICO provides
the highest standards of expertise and has an excellent
reputation within the construction industry for providing the
most comprehensive range of products in its field.
Bespoke Architectural fabrications provide unique solutions,
tailor-made to meet our customers exact requirements.
Our made to measure fabrications are suitable for a wide
range of applications and can be used to create crisp details
and complex aesthetical facades to buildings old and new.
They provide a reliable method of weatherproofing and
require minimal ongoing maintenance.

Our bespoke powder coating service allows us to finish any of
our fabrications in a multitude of different colours, all to BS
and Qualicoat standards with coating warranties up to 40
years.
However, our service doesn’t stop at manufacture and
supply. Our detailed on site measuring service allows
products to be precisely measured to our customers exact
specifications.
Back at the office, our in-house technical team use the latest
in 3D technology to make the customers aspirations a reality.
From start to finish, our professional sales and technical team
are always on hand to offer sound advice and expert support.
Est 1984
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Aluminium capping system
Artisan made-to-measure Aluminium Cappings provide economical
and stylish protection to parapet walls. Our copings provide the
perfect aesthetic finish to your project, are both easy to handle and
quick to install.
Suitable for new build and retrofit projects, our unique, patent
pending, Artisan system, which has been specifically designed to
provide additional robustness against wind uplift.
The Artisan capping system is secret fix and incorporates a unique
sloping bracket, which eradicate the need for timber battens to
create a positive fall, it also has a weather resistant tested foam
seal on the joints, for a completely engineered solution.
The system also incorporates a robust EPDM vapour barrier which
eliminates the need for marine ply and also seals across the cavity
to protect the wall during installation and against interstitial
condensation under the capping.
ALL WEMICO cappings:


Are manufactured in the UK.



Are economical, weatherproof and easy to install.



Have no visible fixings.



Can be supplied in a range of shapes, including T sections,
stop ends, corners and upstands.



Are available, flat, once weathered or twice weathered.



Can be powder coated to any standard RAL colour to
Qualicoat standard. (Warranty up to 40 years).

Est 1984
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Tested to wind
speeds of over
223MPH!

Panels, Planks and soffits
Manufactured to order, WEMICO’s bespoke Panels, Planks, fascias and soffits are suitable for a wide range of commercial
and domestic applications. All of our products are available in an extensive choice of colours, substrates and finishes, both
solid or perforated, allowing you to seamlessly blend with the existing façade or create striking, contrasting details. Our
profiles provide a crisp, clean finish on any project and we also manufacture all the flashings and trims for a fully integrated
appearance.
All

products



Are individually designed and manufactured to customer requirements.



Are fabricated in the UK to the highest standard.



Are available in a variety of different materials substrates and finishes.



Can be powder coated or made out of precoated material to a large range
of high quality colours.



Are supplied with a warranty of up to 40 years.



Panels have a common joint architecture to integrate different products
from the range.



Available in lengths from 100mm to 4 metres and widths from 100mm to
650mm

Est 1984
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Sills and window pods
In addition to our standard range of “off the shelf” products
which are supplied in pre-coated white aluminium, we have the
technological ability to design and fabricate bespoke details to
practically any size shape and profile.
Artisan sills and window pods are suitable for a wide range of
applications and create the perfect finish to any construction
project. Bespoke details can also be designed and manufactured
to provide a completely seamless finish.

Manufactured to order and available in an extensive choice of
colours and finishes, our bespoke sills and window pods provide
superb weather tightness and robust detailing.
All our products come supplied with protective film to prevent
accidental damage during installation.
Products include:


Under and over sills.



Head flashings.



Verge trims.



Window pods.

Est 1984
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Louvres
Artisan louvres can add a distinctive statement to any project whether
it is part of the Architectural aesthetic or to cover up a plant room or
unsightly existing façade. Available in dummy or live, our louvres can
Integrate with other Artisan panels or be used as a standalone product.

All Artisan louvres:



Are individually designed and manufactured to customer
requirements.



Are fabricated in the UK to the highest standards.



Are available in a variety of different materials and finishes.



Come powder coated to a large range of high quality colours
(to Qualicoat standards).



Are supplied with a coating warranty up to 40 years.



Integrate with our existing panel products or can be used
individually.



Provide a cost effective solution to most projects.



Available in a range of substrates

Est 1984
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Imaged Aluminium
Is our imaged range of aluminium product which uses dye diffusion technology to place beautiful
images into Architectural products. The highest HD+ resolution images of art or natural products is diffused into a special
coating protected by two layers of lacquer for a durable unique finish.
Promethean coated products;


Can be formed into Artisan panels, soffits, and fascias with no cracking of the image.



Are used in Architecture, automotive, recreational vehicles and as a standalone piece of art.



Have the highest image resolution in the industry.



Can recreate any image. If it can be photographed then it can be made
into the Promethean range.



The uses are almost limitless.

Est 1984
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Bespoke details
WEMICO can manufacture any made to measure detail to your exact
specification, regardless of size, shape, pitch and depth. We can provide
decorative, durable, bespoke solutions for a wide range of external envelope
solutions. All of our bespoke details are available in an extensive choice of
colours and finishes, allowing details to blend or contrast with the overall
architectural vision.

Est 1984
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WESTERN EXPANDED METAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY LIMITED
Matthew Lane, Hoo Farm Industrial estate,
Kidderminster, Worcs. DY11 7RA

T: 01562 820123 F: 01562 822012
E: fabrication@wemico.co.uk
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